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      This latest edition has broadened its scope to include professions other than counselling, such as coaching and consultancy. It begins with a comprehensive exploration: what is supervision? which challenges the reader to create their own one minute definition.  Includes a fascinating chapter
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      This is one of the first books (earlier edition) I read when starting out as a clinical supervisor and I have been recommending it ever since. This latest edition expands the remit of supervision in the helping professions to include other areas such as coaching and further expands on the effective use of supervision in counselling and psychotherapy.
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      Very appropriate material for students studying counselling and grasping the significance of using supervision effectively to support counselling practice.




  
          Mrs denise hardy




              


    
      



 


 
      The text provides a good overview of supervision counselling and has been adopted as a recommended book
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      An excellent text for Practice Educators who wish to explore the nature of the supervisory relationship and extend their approach to supervision beyond the managerial domain.
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      Supervision is an important aspect of the counselling profession and our students will find this useful in addition to their in college learning.




  
          Mrs Julie Wyman




              


    
      



 


 
      As the title states; this is an effective text for any supervisor / trainee supervisor. It is excellently written and to the point - a welcomed edition to the field of supervision.




  
          Mrs Gisela Oates
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